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	English/Metric: English
	Site ID C1: 323528117031401
	County: San Diego
	Station name C12: 018S002W23G002S
	State: California
	Other ID: SDOR #1
	Log Date: 05/18/2015
	Log Time: 11:43-18:13
	Owner: Sweetwater Authority
	Project: GC15ZG00APM0000  
	Location Description: 276 Mace Street, Chula Vista, CA 91911
	Latitude: N 32º35'28.45"
	Longitude: W 117º03'14.01"
	LatLong datum: NAD83
	Altitude: 70.85'
	Height LMP: 0.5'
	Altitude datum: NGVD88
	Log measurement point LMP: TOV
	Description of LMP: Top of vault (TOV)
	Borehole depth: 1472'
	Borehole diameter: 12" (Zone #4)
	Casing diameter: 2"
	Logging unit: CAWSC Century with Mt. Sopris ATV
	Source of data: Reporting agency
	Casing type: PVC
	Casing bottom: 1460'
	Recorded by: Anthony Brown
	Log orientiation: North
	Magnetic declination: N/A
	Fluid type: Water
	Observed by: N/A
	Fluid depth below LMP: N/A; Flowing artesian
	Hydrologic conditions: Flowing artesian
	Software nonASCII logs: SDOR-1-ATV-Up.tfd
	Tool manufacturer and model: Mount Sopris ABI40
	Type of log: Mt. Sopris acoustic televiewer (ABI40)
	Tool serial number: ABI40-020906
	Logging direction: Up
	Logging speed: ~3 ft/min
	Depth error after logging: N/A
	Log parameters and dates of calibration check: N/A
	Remarks: Purpose:  An acoustic televiewer log of well 18S/2W-23G2S (SDOR #1) was conducted as part of a site inspection/evaluation to diagnose possible problems with the well construction at the site, specifically SDOR #4.  SDOR #4 has produced grout in the past, during development (unconfirmed; no notes, development personnel unknown) and sampling.  The ABI40 tool collected data from SDOR #1 in order to document the gravel pack for each well in the multiple completion site.Results: (see diagrams)-The reported (2008) gravel pack intervals appear to be correct according to the ABI data, with a few minor exceptions.  SDOR #1 has some discoloration between the sounded top of sand (1399') and 1407'.  The affected eight feet appears grainy like a gravel pack should, so this may be interpreted as grout that has settled into the gravel pack and not a slumping feature of the gravel pack.-The top of the gravel pack on SDOR #2 was sounded at 926', but it appears to have built up during the construction process and slipped downward (from 916') to 932', leaving a residue of sand in the wake.  Construction notes indicate there was a bridge in the sand during construction that was broken up, which would be consistent with what is seen in the ABI data.-The top of the gravel pack on SDOR #3 appears correct at 530', as sounded and ABI images match.  The bottom of the gravel pack has an interesting anomaly, however.  The grainy portion of the log (sand) appears to cut into the smoother part of the log (grout).  This anomaly can be explained as the grout on SDOR #2 (according to the construction notes) was too high and the tremie was lowered with the tophead/kelly to 578' where drill fluid was circulated to cut the grout to the desired depth.  The fluid only cleaned a small hole in the grout (to the sounded 584') and left the majority of the grout high at 574'.  This had no effect on the well.-The gravel pack for SDOR #4 (the problem well) appears correct with both top and bottom of the gravel pack on the log confirming the sounded depths. There are a few discolored areas that can be attributed to tool spin (azimuth).-The gravel pack on SDOR #5 is harder to distinguish, but the ABI image does appear to have subtle changes where the top and bottom of the gravel pack were sounded during construction.Suggested action:Wells were drilled 12/2008.  Sampled in 01/2009. Well #4 was dirty and not sampled.  Development attempt by unknown personnel for an undocumented length of time 08/01/2009.  All wells, except #4, sampled 09/2011.  Poway office polled for sounded depths 04/20/2016. Pending sounded depth of #4, well should be redeveloped with San Diego compressor (supervised by Tony) and properly documented.  Process will take about one day (pending the condition of the purged water) and cost <$2000.  Work is local and can easily fit into the schedule.  Well should be salvageable.  Water level: N/A; Flowing artesianTransducer pulled*: 11:03-18:35   *external transducer not removed, but pressure on well relievedFiles collected (located \\igswcgwwfsnassd\Drilling\Data\County or State\San Diego\SDOR-San Diego Otay River\Geophysical Logs\Mount Sopris (Acoustic Televiewer)):SDOR-1-ATV-Up.tfd as well as other supporting documentsPhotos available:None


